Paper survey.

She also used a

etched sheet comment (see use)

exchange representation of

Digital Cash.
- Transparen
- Distinction
- Office Perform
- Not feasible
- Anonymou
- Infeasible, non-transparent
- Independence (Locher, med.)

Preliminary
without signed numbers.

Bank send money order.

Only 1 denomination: $x
Douch specialty - someone will lose - Bank will not lose

Greek - Eta

Set - Aeta

Uncensored bra -

Bank agreed to wait seven minutes.
Either or Their cut 8 chances

Besides being a blend

Alternatively, use black ink

Answer is either substitute.
Alice ↔ Merchant
Alice makes Alice write a random number
1234 ← blank
← signal to
Alice creates $100 \mod n \rightarrow Bank$

Blind signature

EACH pair

$100$CHAIRS (pairs)
\[ E_k(x, h(x)) \]

\[ \uparrow \text{bob} \equiv \text{Bit commitment} \]

k = reveal.
Alice goes to get a blind sig

$\rightarrow 100 \text{ mo}$

$\rightarrow$ Bank wants to $99$ revealed

for each Alice reveals

1 blinding factor

200 reveal keys.
Alice is never seen.

With all eyes cast some nowhere

Exert some spring before breakfast dance

Bod is at front:

Beau became, danced splendidly
Chaffing & Vicarious

1978 Ron Klusel